Meeting Agenda  
February 27, 2018

Student Attendees: Nick Heyek, Justin Vozzo, Adrian Chendra, Chen Zhang, Zishen Ye, Sarah Angelbeck, Ece Gulkirpik, Rebecca Ambresh, Rebecca Laurent

Advisor Attendees: Morgan White, Joseph Youakim, Andrew Stumpf, Clara Bosak-Schroeder, Cathy Liebowitz

1. (NICK) Vote in previous minutes
2. (NICK) SFAC Presentation & Fee Referendum Updates
   a. Nick, Cathy, & Micah presented to SFAC on Tuesday, February 20th
      i. It seemed to go positively, but won’t know until Fall 2018
   b. Fee Referendum coming up this spring
      i. Tell your friends, RSOs, classes, etc. about the vote
3. (NICK) Working Group Chairs Check-In
   a. Land & Water
      i. Presentation from Irrigation to improve the performance of Agroforestry for Food
      ii. Presentation from SIP Garden
      iii. Presentation from Dual Flush Toilet Replacement
      iv. Presentation from The Native American House Garden Initiative
   b. Education
      i. Presentation from Solar Decathlon
      ii. Presentation from Eco-Olympics Competition
      iii. Presentation from Pollinator Awareness Signage
   c. Food & Waste
      i. Presentation by Beekeeping Club overview
   d. Energy
      i. Presentation by LED Upgrades at the Union
      ii. Presentation by Geothermal at WPP
   e. Transportation
      i. Exploring outreach options with upcoming campus planning efforts
      ii. Presentation by Student Space Systems
4. (NICK) Subcommittee Chair Check-In
   a. Marketing
      i. Trying to schedule a meeting
   b. Finance
      i. RLF will take any additional funding from FY18
c. Bylaws
   i. Trying to schedule a meeting

5. (CATHY) Micro Grant Update and Launch
   a. Launching March 1st
   b. Opportunity for students to host sustainability initiatives in the same semester they apply

6. (ADRIAN) Sustainability LLC Workshop Updates
   a. Considering a workshop where LLC students learn about project ideas and SSC funding
   b. In the fall or in the spring? Preference for this spring
   c. LLC wants to do a sustainability quad day during this spring

7. (ADRIAN) Business Council Presentation
   a. Engaged during presentation
   b. Hard to read the room

8. (NICK) Evaluating Proposals
   a. Everyone should read all of them

9. (NICK) Sustainable Student Farm
   a. SSF plans to move so they can expand from 5 acres to 40 acres
      i. Area south of the Japan House
   b. There is potential for SSF to submit a multi-year proposal to SSC

10. (NICK) Transportation Film Reminder (*Free to Ride* Screening on March 7th at 4pm in Rm 112 in the Transportation Building) & Explore ACES Updates (Tabling volunteers and Pilot Plant tours on March 9th)

11. (ECE) FSHN Graduate Symposium
    a. Does SSC want to present? It’s in July/
       i. SSC feels favorably